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We discuss theoretical analysis of nonadiabatic electron dynamics emerging from molecular 

systems driven by intense femtosecond laser fields [1]. These nonadiabatic dynamics have been 

seen to modify ionization and fragmentation behavior in large molecular systems driven by mid-

IR laser fields. The hydrogen molecular ion has proven an exceptional model system for simulating 

the nonadiabatic features found in larger molecules. When dissociating, H2
+ passes through a 

regime of internuclear distances which are accompanied by near-degeneracy of the ground and 

first-excited state. The strong coupling of these states to the driving laser field enhances ionization 

rates and induces transient localization of the electron wavepacket, mimicking the charge density 

modulation theoretically observed in larger molecules and the increased ionization experimentally 

reported [2,3]. The capacity for H2
+ to reproduce nonadiabatic dynamics was further explored as 

a means of testing the influence of nonadiabatic electron dynamics upon common signatures of 

strong-field physics. In particular, transient electron localization was shown to strongly alter 

fragmentation behavior upon molecular dissociation [4], modify photoelectron distributions after 

laser-induced ionization [5], and to modulate the high energy plateau of HHG, introducing spectral 

minima reflective of transiently suppressed ionization[6]. 
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